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I and my
Wife

started off to USA to see our younger
son, Mr. H. Lakshmi Narayana, living in
Phoenix-Arizona state, serving his
favorite organization M/s South West
Energy Systems-Phoenix.
The CEO of M/S South West Energy Systems arranged a picnic for all the employees of the organization
and we were very much impressed to know that –knowing we were in USA- the CEO of the company
personally extended invitation to us through our son.

“strawberry”

Saturday, the 21st of July 2018 is the day of picnic and a place called
–Arizona
was the area selected for the picnic.
Filled with great enthusiasm in the mind, we
started off to
the picnic
spot in the
morning of
Saturday and
reached the
spot by 6pm
–duly
covering the
visit of “sadona”enroute-enormous with beautiful mountains and rocks.
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It was really a pleasant surprise that we were received by Mr.

David Hoffman -the CEO of the company.

“This is the true leadership”-I told my son-respecting the
families of the employees enhances the image of the company in
the minds of the entire family members, which indirectly
enhances the motivational levels of the individual employee.

There after we have met each and every family gathered there and all of them received us as if we were
known to them in the past and no one showed even an iota of feeling of strangers in our mind.
Every family encouraged us
to have a photograph with
them and all the moments
were captured in our Heart.

The kids were so cute and mixed with us very easily and fascinated to watch my wife
who is in a saree and wore bangles. At the end of the party all
the members enjoyed playing, which the CEO team emerged
as the WINNERS.
We cannot forget the
shuttle
badminton we
played with the
children in the
morning of Sunday
and witnessed smallest guy master
Andrew, learning hitting the ball
with the bat and the smile on his face
with each success, unmemorable.
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Accommodation in the cabins was so Cozy
and Elegant with 5star facilities in the
midst of jungle. The food arranged so
delicious and varied and we have enjoyed
along with juices and fruits arranged
there.

At the end we want to mention the heading” VASUDHAIVA KUTUMBAKAM” which means “the world is
one family”.

Thanks to each and everyone for giving us a special moment to cherisch for ever.
Thanks and regards,
H.Samba Siva Rao.
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